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ABSTRACT In order to solve the problem of ship’s curve trajectory-tracking control, the Norrbin nonlinear
response model which can accurately describe the ship’s motion state is selected in this paper. The hyperbolic
tangent function is used to design the expected hemispheric angle equation, then the complex track control is
transformed into a heading control problem. The fast terminal sliding mode (FTSM) is introduced together
with the Backstepping control technique to reduce the system adjustment time, eliminate the chattering.
Bying combined with extended states observer (ESO) and dynamic surface control (DSC) technique,
the internal and external disturbances in real-time can be estimated and compensated, and the ‘‘explosion
of complexity’’ caused by backstepping technique is solved. The state of the control system is bounded and
stable, and the system error converges to zero. Matlab simulation proves that the controller can realize the
trajectory-tracking control quickly and accurately, and has strong robustness to external disturbances.

INDEX TERMS Fast terminal sliding mode, extended states observer, ship trajectory-tracking control,
robustness.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of automation technology
[1]–[8], ship automation [9], [10] has begun to receive
attention widely. As one of the vital research objects of
ship automation technology, efficient ship motion con-
trol [11], [12] can significantly improve the safety of the
ship and increase the economic benefits during the naviga-
tion. In light of this, it is necessary to accelerate research
on ship motion control. As is known to all, the study
of ship motion control includes ship’s characteristics(such
as non-linearity, large inertia, maneuvering delay, multiple
degree-of-freedom) [13], [14], and the aspects of motion con-
trol(such as external environmental interference, input sat-
uration, parametric uncertainty, model accuracy) [15], [16].
In evidence, the reasons mentioned above bring significant
challenges to the research [17].

In recent years, many researchers have studied the problem
of the ship heading control extensively. Due to improving
the control performance of the ship course, Chen et al. [18]
proposed an adaptive linear active disturbance rejection
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control (LADRC) controller based on Q-learning algorithm,
and it can effectively avoid the parameter tuning process.
Based on the identified ship plant and the cloud model,
Zhu et al. [19] put forward new approaches on system iden-
tification and controller design to study ship course-keeping,
and the support vector machines(SVM) which optimized by
artificial bee colony algorithm(ABC) was applied to estimate
the parameters of the control model. Liu [20] also addressed
the problem of course keeping, and chose the feedback lin-
earization method to simplify the nonlinear system. Besides,
the disturbance observer technique is applied to ensure the
robust performance of the time-varying wave moment and
actuator dynamics. An adaptive self-regulation proportion
integration differentiation (PID) scheme is also proposed
to resolve the problem of ship course control in [21], and
without depending on model parameters and unknown input.

However, the above researches are not involved in the
ship trajectory tracking. And trajectory-tracking has always
been a difficulty in the study of ship motion control.
Given that, Ma et al. [22] proposed an adaptive neural
network (NN) trajectory tracking control scheme, wherein
a nonlinear error-driven function was employed to elimi-
nate the input saturation’s effect and improve the stability
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of the control system. To resolve the ship trajectory track-
ing problem, Wang et al. [23] proposed a finite-time fault
estimator based fault-tolerance control (FFE-FTC) scheme,
which consists of the integral sliding mode control method
and Nussbaum technique. By using the sliding mode con-
trol theory, Sun et al. [24] proposed a virtual control point
method to resolve the ship trajectory tracking problem and
ensure position tracking with a desired velocity. For the
problem of track deviation influenced by diverse interference,
Chen et al. [25] put forward an adaptive NN trajec-
tory tracking control scheme, and then it can effectively
address the input saturation that exists in the realistic sit-
uation. Due to dealing with the non-linearity of the ship,
Li et al. [26] proposed an adaptive NN finite-time fast
reaching law based on the backstepping method, which
can also increase the convergence rate of tracking error
while the convergence error can reach to zero in a finite
time.

On the other side, it is easy to cause the repeated derivative
of virtual law when using the backstepping technology, and
then makes the design process of motion control more com-
plicated in practice. By using the neural network and dynamic
surface control method, a robust control schemewas designed
in [27], wherein the problem of complicated explosion with
traditional backstepping was avoided. Combined with a
smooth hyperbolic tangent function, Shen et al. [28] present
a minimum learning parameter(MLP) neural network-based
recursive sliding mode dynamic surface control scheme, and
the Nussbaum function was employed to compensate for
the saturation function and ensure the stability of the sys-
tem. Based on the dynamic surface control method, Li [29]
introduced two novel coordinate transformations to deal with
the problems caused by the non-zero off-diagonal terms in
the inertia matrix and the underactuation. By introducing a
first-order low-pass filter in each step of the backstepping
method, the dynamic surface control method overcomes the
‘‘explosion of complexity’’ in the traditional backstepping
process.

It is general that the external ocean interferences such as
wind and wave, which can obviously make the ship off track,
are unavoidable during the navigation. However, in [27], [29],
external interferences are not considered globally. Following
that, a DSC-ESO approach based on the sliding mode control
is proposed for the surface ship with external environmental
interference, input saturation, and parametric uncertainty in
this paper. The Norrbin nonlinear response model, which can
accurately describe the ship’s motion state, is selected. The
hyperbolic tangent function is used to design the expected
hemispheric angle equation and effectively limit the control
input. The extended state observer is utilized to evaluate the
external disturbance and simplify the design process of trajec-
tory tracking. The fast terminal sliding mode (FTSM) is used
to address the problem of traditional sliding mode control and
stabilize the tracking errors in finite-time. Matlab simulation
proves that the controller can realize the trajectory-tracking
control quickly and accurately, and has strong robustness to

FIGURE 1. Ship plane motion schematic and variable.

external disturbances. Main contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows:

(1) The hyperbolic tangent function transforms the
sophisticated track control into the heading control problem
and addresses the issue of input saturation.

(2) By combined with extended state observer (ESO) and
dynamic surface control (DSC) technique, the internal and
external disturbances in real-time can be estimated and com-
pensated, and the ‘‘explosion of complexity’’ caused by back-
stepping technology is solved. The state of the control system
is bounded and stable, and the system error converges to zero.

(3) The fast terminal sliding mode (FTSM) is introduced in
Backstepping control to reduce the system adjustment time,
eliminate the chattering.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
mathematical model of ship motion control is introduced in
Section II. and the ship track control method is also presented
in this part. The controller design and stability analysis are
addressed in Section III. The effectiveness of the proposed
method is validated by simulation in Section IV. This brief
ends with conclusions drawn in Section V.

II. PRELIMINARIES
A. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF SHIP MOTION
For the majority of ship motion control problems, such
as course control, track control, dynamic positioning and
automatic collision avoidance, the pitching rate, rolling rate
and heave velocity can be ignored. Only the surge velocity,
sway velocity and yaw rate are considered, thus reducing the
ship’s 6 DOF (degree of freedom) to 3 DOF plane motion
control [22]. As shown in Figure 1:

Usually, the ship is driven by the rudder and propeller to
achieve forward, lateral drift and bowing. This kind of ship
which driving force is less than the degree of freedom, that is,
the underactuated ship. Underactuated ships are vulnerable to
external interference and it is difficult to control course angle
and eliminate track deviation simultaneously.
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First, consider the simplest form of ship motion Nomoto
model [30]

ψ̈ +
1
T
ψ̇ =

K
T
δ (1)

Considering the ship’s nonlinearity, 1
T ψ̇ should be repre-

sented by a nonlinear term K
T H (ψ̇).

H (ψ̇) = α′ψ̇3
+ βψ̇ (2)

α′, β are the proportional coefficient of yaw rate, K and
T are the ship maneuverability indexes, and the values of
α′, β,K ,T are all related to ship’s speed. ψ̇ denotes the
derivative of heading angle.

Then formula (1) can be expressed as:

ψ̈ +
K
T
H (ψ̇) =

K
T
δ (3)

Combining the kinematic and dynamic characteristics of
the ship, also considering the influence of external wind,
wave and current, formula (3) can be expressed into a
second-order Norbrin nonlinear response model, which can
accurately describe the ship’s motion state [31]:{

ψ̇ = r
ṙ = f (r)+ bδ + w(t)

(4)

f (r) = −a1r − a2r3, a1 = −K∗β/T , a2 = α′K/T , b =
K/T ,w(t) is the external interference, r is the ship’s yaw rate,
δ is the rudder angle.

The relationship between the position and the motion
parameters of the ship can be expressed by the following
equations [32]: {

ẋ = u cosψ − v sinψ
ẏ = u sinψ + v cosψ

(5)

x and y are the longitudinal and lateral positions of the ship
in the inertial coordinate system, u is the surge velocity, v is
the sway velocity.

In order to achieve the command rudder angle quickly
and accurately reach the desired angle, it is necessary to
consider the characteristics of the ship servo system. The
servo characteristics are generally expressed by the following
first-order inertia system [31]:

δ̇ = KE (δE − δ) /TE (6)

KE is the servo control gain, TE is the time constant, and
δE is the command rudder angle.

B. SHIP TRAJECTORY-TRACKING CONTROL METHOD
Considering the nonlinear mathematical model of ship
track control system with external interference composed of
equations (4), (5) and (6), it is as follows:

ẋ = u cosψ − v sinψ
ẏ = u sinψ + v cosψ
ψ̇ = r
ṙ = −a1r − a2r3 + bδ + w
δ̇ = KE (δE − δ) /TE

(7)

In this paper, the indirect trajectory control method is
addressed by using the method proposed in [33]. By con-
structing the expected heading equation ψd (t), the heading
is consistent with the desired heading, then ψ → ψd , and the
trajectory deviation is reduced to zero. Because the longitu-
dinal deviation can be eliminated by advancing or reversing,
this paper only to consider eliminating the lateral position
deviation.

The expected heading equations are as follows [32]:

1ẏ = u sin1ψ + v cos1ψ
1ψ = ψ − ψp

1ψd = −l2

∫ t

0
tanh[1ẏ(δ)+ l1 tanh(l01y)]dδ

ψd (t) = 1ψd + ψp

(8)

In the equation (8), 1y is the lateral position deviation, ψ
is the actual heading angle,ψp is desired heading, l0, l1, l2 are
the parameters to be determined and l0, l1, l2 > 0. Where, l0
can compress the lateral deviation of the ship in the course
of traveling, l1 can adjust the convergence speed of the track
error, and l2 can adjust the speed of the integration process.
Equation (7) can make ψ → ψd and the track deviation

converges to zero, proof as follows:
Because of 1ẏ = u sin1ψ + v cos1ψ , exists 1ψ∗ ∈

(−π2 ,
π
2 ), makes function g = u sin1ψ + v cos1ψ +

l1 tanh(l01y) = 1ẏ+ l1 tanh(l01y) = 0 become ture,

1ẏ = −l1 tanh(l01y) (9)

Define the Lyapunov function V = 1
21y

2

V̇ = 1y1ẏ = −1yl1 tanh(l01y) < 0 (10)

So when g = 0, lim
t→∞

1y = 0.
Then the lateral position deviation can converge to zero

under the action of 1ψ∗.
When the 1ψ ∈ (−π2 ,

π
2 ),

∂g
∂(1ψ) > 0, that is, g(1ψ) is a

monotonically increasing function.
Assume that ψp = 0, then1ψ = ψ,1ψ∗ = ψ∗,1r = r .
So when ψ > ψ∗, g(1ψ) > g(1ψ∗) = 0, and ψ̇ = r =
−l2 tanh(g(1ψ)) < 0.

When ψ < ψ∗, 1ψ < 1ψ∗, g(1ψ) < g(1ψ∗) = 0, and
ψ̇ = r = −l2 tanh(g(1ψ)) > 0.
The above process indicates that ψ∗ can make the ship

position deviation approach to zero, when ψ > ψ∗, r < 0,
ψ → ψ∗, g = 0, lim

t→∞
1y = 0, when ψ < ψ∗, r > 0,

ψ → ψ∗, g = 0, lim
t→∞

1y = 0.
Therefore, regardless of the state of the ship, the ship can

track to the desired heading angle under the action of equation
(7), and eliminate the track deviation.

III. CONTROLLER DESIGN AND STABILITY ANALYSIS
Based on the ship trajectory-tracking control method and
mathematical model of ship motion mentioned above, this
part carries out the controller design of the underactuated ship
and stability analysis. The expected heading angle equation
is designed by using the hyperbolic tangent function, and the
equation is taken as the input of the controller, so that the
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ship can constantly correct the heading error and ensure the
real-time tracking of the expected heading angle and steer
along the planned track. Based on the sliding mode control
algorithm, the fast terminal sliding mode (FTSM) is adopted
for better able to eliminate the phenomenon of sliding mode
chattering, and reduce the system adjusting time. Moreover a
continuous terminal attracting control law is designed, and
the extended states observer (ESO) is used to observe the
real-time system total disturbance, and then compensate into
the control law. The stability analysis verifies the effective-
ness of the proposed ESO-BFTSM tracking autopilot, and the
system error convergence to an infinitesimal.

Without loss of generality, the following assumption and
lemma are brought in for the use of the following parts [34].
Assumption 1: Assume the system reference signal yd (t)

is a sufficiently smooth function of t , moreover, yd and
the derivatives ẏd , ÿd are also bounded, namely, a positive
constant B0 exists:

50: =
{(
yd , ẏd , ÿd

)
: (yd )2 + (ẏd )2 + (ÿd )2 < B0

}
(11)

Lemma 1: If the Lyapunov function V (t, x) is positive
definite, and V̇ (t, x) ≤ −k1V (t, x) + k2, where
k1 ≥ 0, k2 ≥ 0 are the bounded constant, then

V (t, x) ≤
k2
k1
+

[
V (0)−

k2
k1

]
e−k1t (12)

Lemma 2 (Barbalat’s Lemma): If function f (t) is uni-
formly continuous and lim

t→∞
∫
t
0 f (τ )dτ exists and bounded,

then lim
t→∞

f (t)→ 0.

A. LINEAR EXTENDED STATES OBSERVER DESIGN
ESO is an essential part of Active Disturbances Rejec-
tion control(ADRC). It can estimate and compensate var-
ious disturbances in real-time without relying on specific
mathematical models.

Considering the second-order nonlinear system (1), f (r)+
w (t) = h. h which express the expansion state, is the sum of
the uncertain interference, assume there is a derivative of h,
define ḣ = c, and c is bounded, namely, a positive unknown
constant J exists and |c| < J . Then the system (1) can be
expanded into the form of the following state space:

ψ̇ = r
ṙ = h+ bu(t)
ḣ = c
y = ψ

(13)

According to the reference [33], the linear extended state
observers (LESO) of equation (13) are as follows:

ż1 = z2 −
l3
w0
e

ż2 = z3 −
l4
w2
0

e+ bu(t)

ż3 = −
l5
w3
0

e

e = z1 − ψ

(14)

In the equation (14), z = [z1 z2 z3]T are the estimates of
ψ , r, h . w0 > 0, l3, l4, l5 are the positive constants, and
(s+ 1)3 = s3 + l3s2 + l4s+ l5 satisfy the Hurwitz condition.
Define the observation error ξ = [ξ1 ξ2 ξ3]T , and ξ1 =

z̃1
w2
0
,

ξ2 =
z̃2
w0
, ξ3 = z̃3. z̃1 = ψ − z1, z̃2 = r − z2, z̃3 = h− z3.

Then,

w0ξ̇1 =
˙̃z1
w0
=
r − ż1
w0

=
r − (z2 − l3 (z1 − y))

w0

=

r −
(
z2 +

l3
w0
z̃1
)

w0
=
r − z2
w0
−
l3z̃1
w2
0

= ξ2 − l3ξ1 (15)

w0ξ̇2 = ˙̃z2 = ṙ − ż2 = h+ bu− z3 +
l4
w0
(z1 − y)− bu

= h− z3 −
l4
w2
0

z̃1 = z̃3 −
l4
w2
0

z̃1 = ξ3 − l4ξ1 (16)

w0ξ̇3 = w0 ˙̃z3 = w0
(
ḣ− ż3

)
= w0

(
c+

l5
w3
0

(z1 − y)

)

= w0

(
c−

l5
w3
0

z̃1

)
= w0c− l5ξ1 (17)

So, the equation of state of the observation error can be
written as:

w0ξ̇ = Āξ + w0B̄c (18)

In the equation (18), Ā =

−l3 1 0
−l4 0 1
−l5 0 0

, B̄ =

 0
0
1

.
Ā can satisfy the Hurwitz condition by chosing

li (i = 3, 4, 5). Then, for any given symmetric positive def-
inite matrix Q, the existence of symmetric positive definite
matrix P satisfies the following Lyapunov equation

ĀTP+ PĀ+ Q = 0 (19)

Define the Lyapunov function V0 = w0ξ
TPξ .

V̇0 = w0ξ̇
TPξ + w0ξ

TPξ̇

=
(
Āξ + w0B̄c

)T Pξ + ξTP (Āξ + w0B̄c
)

= ξTATPξ + w0
(
B̄c
)T Pξ + ξTPĀξ + w0ξ

TPB̄c

= ξT
(
ATP+ PĀ

)
ξ + 2w0ξ

TPB̄c

≤ −ξTQξ + 2w0
∥∥PB̄∥∥ · ‖ξ‖ · |c| (20)

V̇0 ≤ −λmin (Q) ‖ξ‖2 + 2w0J
∥∥PB̄∥∥ ‖ξ‖ (21)

λmin (Q) is the minimum eigenvalue of Q.
According to V̇0 ≤ 0, the convergence condition of the

observer can be written as follow:

‖ξ‖ ≤
2w0J

∥∥PB̄∥∥
λmin (Q)

(22)

Therefore, the convergence rate of observation error ξ is
related to parameterw0. Andw0 is the only parameter that the
observer needs to determine. Selecte the appropriate w0 can
accurately estimate ψ , r , h and realize real-time observation
and compensation of the total disturbance of the system.
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FIGURE 2. The block diagram of the designed control scheme

B. ESO-BFTSM CONTROLLER DESIGN AND STABILITY
ANALYSIS
The purpose of the controller design is to combine the knowl-
edge of Backstepping, FTSM and the ESO to design control
law, so that the heading can track the expected heading equa-
tion, the track deviation converges to zero, and the control
system is stable. And, the block diagram of the designed
control scheme is given as follows.

First, define the systematic error equation as follows [29]:{
e1 = ψ − ψd
e2 = r − rd

(23)

In the equation (23), ψd is the desired heading, rd is the
virtual control amount of the heading rate, which needs to be
designed.
Step 1: Design the virtual control amount rd :

rd = −c1e1 + ψ̇d (24)

In the equation(24), c1 > 0. In order to avoid the differen-
tial expansion of the rd derivative in the backstepping design,
the following low-pass filter is introduced to filter it [35]:

τ ṙd + rd = r̄, rd (0) = r̄(0) (25)

In the equation (25), define r̄ = −c1e1 + ψ̇d , τ is filter
time constant, rd is the filtered estimate of r̄ .
The filtered error and its derivative are:

R = rd − r̄, Ṙ = −
R
τ
+ ˙̄r (26)

Since the variables in the system (1) and their derivatives
are bounded, there is a non-negative continuous function η
makes

∣∣ ˙̄r∣∣ = ∣∣Ṙ+ R
τ

∣∣ ≤ η, the following equation can be
obtained by Young’s inequality:

RṘ ≤ −
R2

τ
+ |R| η ≤ −

R2

τ
+ R2 +

η2

4
(27)

Define the Lyapunov function is:

V1 =
1
2
e21 +

1
2
R2 (28)

By taking the derivative the V1:

V̇1 = e1ė1 + RṘ = e1(−c1e1 + e2)+ RṘ

≤ − c1e21 + e1e2 −
R2

τ
+ R2 +

η2

4
(29)

If the design of the second step makes e2 to converge to 0,
then there are:

V̇1 ≤ −kV1 + c (30)

In the equation (30): k = 2min
{
−c1, 1− 1

τ

}
, c = η2

4 .
According to the equation (12) and (30),

0 ≤ V1(t) ≤ V1(0)e−kt +
c
k
≤ V1(0)+

c
k
, ∀t ≥ 0 (31)

The above equations show:
(1) (V1 − c

k ) is the exponential decay, i.e., the
lim
t→∞

∫
(V1 − c

k )dt presence and there is a limit.

(2) V1 and V̇1 are bounded, V1 is continuous, then
lim
t→∞

V1 = c
k can be obtained by the Barbalat’s lemma.

According to the above analyses, when e2 converges to 0,
the system state satisfies the semi-global bounded consis-
tency condition, and the tracking error of the system meets:
e1→ 0, ψ → ψd [29].
Step 2: In order to converge the state tracking error e2

to 0, stabilize the system, accelerate the convergence speed
and avoid the sliding mode chattering phenomenon. The
following form of FTSM [36] is adopted:

s =
∫ t

0
e2dτ + α(

∫ t

0
e2dτ )γ + βeλ2 (32)

In the equation (32), γ = k/h, λ = p/q, k, h, p, q are
positive odd numbers, 1 < λ < 2, γ > λ, α and β are
known as ordinary numbers. When the system state keeps
approaching the sliding surface, the high-power term of the
state tracking error integral

∫ t
0 e2dτ plays a fast attracting

effect. The system state quickly reaches the sliding surface
and slides on the surface, after that, the state tracking error
integral term accelerates the steady speed, making the system
error quickly converges to zero [32]. Since both γ and λ are
positive numbers, the negative exponential term is not gen-
erated when the sliding surface is deduced, which eliminates
the singular problem well [32].

According to the characteristics of the above FTSM, design
the terminal attractor κ = βλeλ−12 , and the continuous
approach law is:

ṡ = −κ(µsm/n + ηs) (33)

In the equation (33),m and n are positive numbers and 0 <
m/n < 1, µ > 0, η > 0.

Then we have:

ṡ = e2 + γα(
∫ t

0
e2dτ )γ−1e2 + λβe

γ−1
2 ė2

= e2 + γα(
∫ t

0
e2dτ )γ−1e2 + λβe

γ−1
2 (f (r)+bu+ w−α̇1)

(34)

By combining equations (33) and (34), the final BFTSM
control law can be obtained:

u=−b−1(z3 − α̇1 + (λβ)−1(γα(
∫ t

0
e2dτ )γ−1e

2−γ
2 +e2−γ2 )

+ eλ−γ2

(
µsm/n + ηs

)
) (35)
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FIGURE 3. ESO-BFTSM controller structure.

In the equation (35), z3 ≈ h = f (r)+ w is the observation
of the total disturbance of the system by the ESO in real-time.

Select the Lyapunov function V2 = 1
2 s

2 and calculate its
derivative:

V̇2 = sṡ = s[−κ(µsm/n + ηs)] = −βλeλ−12 (µsm/n+1 + ηs2)

(36)

When s 6= 0, λ = p/q, 0 < m/n < 1, 1 < p/q < 2, λ =
p/q, since p, q,m, n are both positive odd numbers, eλ−12 > 0,
sm/n+1 > 0, V̇2 ≤ 0. Therefore, e2 can be converged to 0 at a
finite time.

Considere the whole closed-loop system, the Lyapunov
function is:

V = V0 + V1 + V2 (37)

When e2 converges to 0 and selecte the appropriate
w0,can ensure V̇ ≤ 0, that is, all states of the system
are semi-globally uniformly bounded [32], and the control
system is progressively stable, achieving the purpose of
trajectory tracking control.

IV. SIMULATION
In this part, a Matlab simulation experiment has been done
based on the ocean-going training vessels YULONG which
belongs to Dalian Maritime University. The Norrbin coeffici-
tent and the indices of the Nomoto model will change with
the ship’s speed and loading status. Considering the model
perturbation error and the limited simulation condition, in this
thesis, the parameter values under economic speed are used
as parameter inputs for simulation. The controller structure is
shown in Figure 3. The length of ‘‘YULONG’’ is 126m, the
ship’s width is 20.8m, the full load draught is 8.0m, the square
factor is 0.681, a = 30, the initial speed of the ship is v0 =
7.2m/s, K= 0.478, T= 216 [31]. The parameters of the ship’s
expected heading equation are: l0 = 0.003, l1 = 3, l2 = 0.008,
the ESO parameter isw0 = 100, the controller parameters are:
c1 = 1, τ = 3, γ = 7/5, λ = 9/7, α = 1, β = 125, m/n =
53/55, µ = 1, η = 0.01.

Since the complex curve path can be decomposed into
several sinusoids, the sinusoid with the amplitude of 300m
and the frequency of π /2500 rad/sec is selected as the desired
track, that is, yd = 300 sin(0.0004πx).

FIGURE 4. Spectrum corresponding different wave height.

The actual sea surface wave is highly irregular and has
a lot of randomnesses, so the wave is usually treated
as a random process. The casual wave spectrum can be
used to describe the distribution of the internal energy
of the wave in each wave unit and its interior distribu-
tion characteristics. The current typical wave spectrums
include PM(Pierson–Moskowitz) spectrum, Bretschneideer
spectrum, ITTC(International Towing Tank Conference) sin-
gle parameter spectrum, ITTC dual parameter spectrum, and
JONSWAP spectrum. PM spectrum is used to describe the
waves generated by fully grown wind [37], which is widely
used in ship engineering, the expression is

S(ρ) = Aρ−5 exp(−Bρ−4) (38)

S (ρe) =
S (ρ)∣∣∣1+ 2ρ
g U cos ς

∣∣∣ (39)

ρ is the wave normalized frenquency, A = 8.1 ×
10−3g2,B = 0.74(g/V19.4)4 = 3.11/H2

s , Hs is wave height,
V19.4 is the wind speed at 19.4m above sea level, U is
ship velocity, ς is the encounter angle between ship heading
and wave. In the simulation part, ξ = 8.75, Hs = 3m,
U = 7.2m/s.
The formula for calculating the peak wave frequency is as

follows:

ρp =
4

√
4B
5

(40)

According to equations (39) and (40), the peak frequencies
corresponding to different wave heights are calculated as
shown in Table 1.

The corresponding wave spectrum at different wave
heights can be got according to formula (39) and Table 1.

The simulation results are shown as follows:
As shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6, when there is external

interference, the tracking curve only has a small deviation
from the expected curve trajectory, and there is no oscillation,
the curve is smooth, and the control accuracy is high. The
controller can gradually track the desired trajectory under
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TABLE 1. Wave hight vs. peak frequency.

FIGURE 5. Lateral position comparison.

FIGURE 6. Ship position trajectory.

FIGURE 7. Convergence time of the sliding surface.

external disturbance, which meets the expected maritime
practice requirements.

As shown in Figure 7, the convergence time of the slid-
ing surface is 202s, and the system can achieve stable state
quickly.

Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the change of the rudder angle
and course of the ESO-FTSM control system, respectively.

FIGURE 8. Heading angel.

FIGURE 9. Rudder angel.

FIGURE 10. Rudder angle comparison.

From the above simulation results, it can be seen that: The
rudder angle changes in a small range and the maximum
change range is−14.8-15. A smooth periodic curve is formed
at 150s to avoid frequent steering rudder angle wear and tear
on the steering gear; the heading curve is soft and a regular
curve is constructed at 200 s.
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FIGURE 11. Heading angle comparison.

On the other side, to further verify the effectiveness of
the ESO-FTSM control algorithm, simulation environment
remains unchanged, the control effects of the ESO-NTSM
based tracking controller, the ESO-FTSM based tracking
controller and the bsckstepping based tracking controller are
compared. The simulation rusults are shown as follows.

It can be seen from Figure 10-11 that both the
ESO-BFTSM controller and the ESO-BNTSM controller
can quickly and accurately track the curve track under the
external disturbances, and the heading curve is stable and
smooth. The heading angle caused by the ESO-BFTSMbased
controller is more smoothly. Moreover, the rudder angle of
the ESO-BFTSM controller is softer than the ESO-BNTSM
controller, with less oscillation and no chattering in the steady
state. It shows that the selected FTSM and the new continuous
control law can improve the dynamic quality effectively, and
avoide the system chattering at the equilibrium point, and it’s
more robust.

V. CONCLUSION
A DSC-ESO approach based on the sliding mode control
for the surface ship was proposed in this paper. And it con-
structed the expected yaw heading equation, established the
mathematical relationship between the desired heading and
the track deviation, and achieved the purpose of ship track-
ing control ultimately. The ESO could observe and estimate
the disturbances of the system in real-time. The adoption
of FTSM during the Backstepping progress improved the
convergence speed of the controller, and the designed con-
tinuous control law solved the chattering problem well. The
simulation results proved that the ESO-BFTSM controller
had strong robustness and could track complex curved track
quickly and accurately with high control quality.
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